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Abstract

Incremental algorithms for fuzzy classifiers are studied in this paper. It is assumed that not all training patterns are given

a priori for training classifiers, but are gradually made available over time. It is also assumed that the previously available

training patterns can not be used afterwards. Thus, fuzzy classifiers should be modified by updating already constructed

classifiers using the available training patterns. In this paper, a confidence-weighted (CW) learning algorithm is applied to

fuzzy classifiers for this task. A series of computational experiments are conducted in order to examine the performance of the

proposed method comparing that method with the conventional learning algorithm for fuzzy classifiers.
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1. Introduction

Fuzzy classifiers have been known for their high classification performance for high-dimensional non-linear

problems [1]. A fuzzy classifier is composed of a set of fuzzy if-then rules, which has its antecedent part and

consequent part. The antecedent part of fuzzy if-then rules represents a fuzzy covered area in the input space. Each

fuzzy set in the antecedent part has a linguistic label (such as “big” and “small”) that shows a fuzzy supported

interval in the correspondent attribute value. Therefore, it is possible to linguistically understand the mapping that

is achieved by the fuzzy classifier. This is one of the characteristic feature of fuzzy classifiers. This characteristic

feature allows to acquire linguistic knowledge from numerical data. The linguistic knowledge acquisition using

fuzzy classifiers is one of active research areas in data mining and soft computing [2].

Recent development of information and communication technologies results in the increase in information

amount that are available to us. Hardware devices such as processing units and fast and large memory devises

allow to deal with huge amount of data. It is, however, still difficult to efficiently and effectively process such an

intractably large amount of data in a short time with the limited amount of memory size and the limited processing
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performance of CPUs. One solution to tackle this issue is online learning where only a small amount of data is

processed at a time and then another set of data come over time.

The original work of the online learning focused on linear classification. For example, Confidence-Weighted

(CW) learning proposed by Crammer et al. [3] was proposed for making the linear classification capable of

incrementally learn through the stream of training patterns. In the CW learning, each of the weights in the linear

equation assumes a Gaussian distribution. This means that the set of the weights becomes a set of random variables

of probability distribution with a certain mean and variance. When a set of new training patterns come, the

correspondent Gaussian distributions are updated. During the course of the algorithm execution, the variances

of the Gaussian distributions gradually become small. To the best of our knowledge, online learning using CW

learning has not been applied to fuzzy rule-based classifiers.

This paper proposes CW learning for fuzzy classifiers. The effectiveness of the proposed method comparing

with the conventional learning algorithm for fuzzy classifiers through a series of computational experiments.

2. Dynamic Classification Problem

In the standard version of pattern classification, the parameters of a classifier are fixed once the learning process

completes using a set of training patterns. However, when the number of training patterns are intractably large, it

is not practical to train a classifier using the whole set of training patterns as it takes virtually infinite time to use

them and also in many cases the memory size necessary for the learning is intractably large. Especially when the

characteristic of pattern classification task changes over time, the classifier must deal with more complex issue,

dynamical change in classification boundaries. In this paper, this special situation with dynamic classification

boundaries is called a dynamic classification problem. The goal of this paper is to propose fuzzy classifiers that

can deal with dynamic classification problems.

2.1. Fuzzy If-Then Rules

A fuzzy classifier consists of a set of fuzzy if-then rules. This section describes fuzzy if-then rules for our fuzzy

classifiers. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the pattern classification problem has the dimensionality

n and M classes. The following type of fuzzy if-then rules is used for our fuzzy classifier:

Rq : If x1 is Aq1 and x2 is Aq2 and · · · and xn is Aqn then yq, q = 1, 2, · · · ,N (1)

where Rq is the label of the q-th fuzzy if-then rule,
−→Aq = (Aq1, Aq2, · · · , Aqn) represents a set of antecedent fuzzy

sets, yq is the consequent value and N is the total number of generated fuzzy if-then rules. we use triangular

membership functions as antecedent fuzzy sets.

2.2. Classification of Unknown Patterns

The classification of an unknown pattern is done using the output value that are calculated through fuzzy

inference process. In this paper, we classify unknown patterns
−→x = (x1, x2, · · · , xn) as follows

−→x is

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Class1 if 0 <

N∑
q=1

μq(−→x ) · yq

Class2 if 0 >

N∑
q=1

μq(−→x ) · yq

Classification rejected, otherwise

(2)

where μq(
−→x ) is the membership value of

−→x in fuzzy if-then rule Rq. It is calculated as follows:

μq(
−→x ) = μAq1

(x1) · μAq2
(x2) · · · · · μAqn (xn) (3)

where μAqi (xi), i = 1, · · · , n is the membership value of xi in the attribute i of the rule Rq.
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2.3. Updating Consequent Real Values by CW Learning

The proposed online fuzzy classifiers are based on CW learning. The consequent real values in (1) are mod-

elled using Gaussian distributions.
−→y = (y1, y2, · · · , yq) is a set of the consequent values and the value yq of rule Rq

are specified as the mean μq and the variance σq of the Gaussian distribution functions. The update of consequent

values is obtained by solving the following optimization problem::

(
−−→
μ

y
t+1
,
−−→
Σ

y
t+1

) = arg min

(
−→
μ ,
−→
Σ )

DKL

(
N(
−→
μ ,
−→
Σ ) || N(

−→
μ

y
t ,
−→
Σ

y
t )
)

(4)

s.t. Pr−→y ∼N(
−→
μ ,
−→
Σ )

[
yt(
−→y · −→xt) ≥ 0

]
≥ η (0.5 ≤ η ≤ 1.0) (5)

where yt represents the target output value (1 or -1).
−→
μy and

−→
Σy are the mean and the variance of

−→y , respectively.

From this optimization problem, the following equation is obtained:

−−→
μ

y
t+1
=
−→
μ

y
t + αtyt

−→
Σ

y
t
−→xt (6)

−−→
Σ

y
t+1

−1

=
−→
Σ

y
t

−1

+ 2αtytφ diag(
−→xt) (7)

αt = max{γt, 0} (8)

γt =
−(1 + 2φMt) +

√
(1 + 2φMt)2 − 8φ(Mt − φVt)

4φVt
(9)

Mt = yt(
−→xt · −→μy

t ) (10)

Vt =
−→xt
�−→
Σ

y
t
−→xt (11)

φ = Φ−1(η) (12)

where Φ() represents the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution. In this paper, we

specify φ to 1.0 as commonly used in the literature instead of computing it from the probability η. In this case, η
is specified as η ≈ 0.84. The update procedure is shown as follows:

Step 1: Initialize
−→
μ

y
1

and
−→
σ

y
1
.

Step 2: Update the mean and variance with the expression (6) and (7).

Step 3: Classify unknown patterns using
−→y to evaluate the performance of the current fuzzy classifier. If any

termination criterion are not satisfied, return to Step 2. Otherwise, halt the procedure.

3. Computational Experiments

This section examines the performance of the proposed method and show its effectiveness by comparing with

the performance of other online learning methods.
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3.1. Experimental Settings

In the computational experiments of this paper, we deal with an artificial two-class two-dimensional dynamic

problem in the pattern space [0.0, 1.0]2. The procedure of the experiments are shown in the following:

Step 1: Generate a pattern randomly.

Step 2: Train fuzzy if-then rules.

Step 3: Classify test patterns

Step 4: Rotate the classification boundary by one degree

The above procedure is repeated until the classification boundary makes a 360-degree roll in the counter-

clockwise manner. Figure 1 shows how the classification boundary dynamically changes over time. In the phase

of evaluation of the current fuzzy classifier, test patterns are generated on the grid that splits each axis into 100

segments as shown Figure 2. By classifying test patterns for each degree of the classification boundary starting

from 0 degree (diagonal) to 360 degrees, the generalization performance of the current fuzzy classifier is evaluated.

1x 1.00.0

1.0

Class 1

Class 2

rotation

2x

Fig. 1. Dynamic change of classification boundary.

3.2. Performance Comparison

For the purpose of comparing the performance of the proposed method with the other methods, the perfor-

mance of batch and incremental learning methods for fuzzy classifiers proposed by Nakashima et al. [4], [5], [6]

are evaluated. The batch learning and the interpolate learning use the fuzzy if-then rules of following type:

Rq : If x1 is Aq1 and x2 is Aq2 and · · · and xn is Aqn then Class Cq with CFq, q = 1, 2, · · · ,N (13)

The consequent class and the output value of a fuzzy if-then rule are determined using a set of given training

patterns as follows:

β
q
h =
∑
−→x ∈h
μAq (
−→x ) (14)
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Fig. 2. Grid for generating test patterns.

CFq =
βCq − β̄

M∑
h=1

β
q
h

(15)

β =
1

M − 1

∑
h�Cq

β
q
h (16)

3.2.1. Batch Learning
In the batch learning, β

q
h of the q-th fuzzy if-then rule is updated as follows:

β
q new
h :=

nq
h · βq old

h + μq(
−−→
xt+1

p )

nq
h + 1

, if
−−→
xt+1

p ∈ Class h and μq(
−−→
xt+1

p ) > 0.0 (17)

where t is the time and nh represents the total number of patterns that belong to Class h. As above, the batch

learning treats the previous membership values and the new membership values equally.

3.2.2. Interpolate Learning
In the interpolate learning, β

q
h is updated as follows:

β
q new
h := (1 − γβ) · βq old

h + γβ ·
∑
−→x ∈h
μAq (
−→x ) (18)

where γβ is a positive learning rate. In the interpolate learning, the new β
q
h is determined by the interpolation

between the old membership values and the new membership values. Thus, the influence of the previous member-

ship values on the update becomes smaller as the time steps increases. In this paper, γβ is specified as 0.1 using

the results of the preliminary experiments.
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3.3. Experimental Results

Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the transition of the classification accuracy where the horizontal axis represents

iterations and the vertical axis represents the classification rate. Figure 3 shows the results of the batch learning.

Fig. 3. Batch learning

Fig. 4. Interpolate learning

Comparing the results of these methods, the performance of the batch learning is not good. Figure 4 shows

the results of Interpolate learning. When the number of fuzzy partitions in this method is large, the classification

performance is high. This is because this method appropriately discounts the weight for previously available

training patterns and puts more focus on recently available training patterns. Figure 5 shows the results of CW
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Fig. 5. CW learning

learning. There are no significant differences between the interpolate learning and CW learning in terms of the

convergence speed and the classification rate. In this method, however, this results show high performance of this

method when the number of fuzzy partitions is small. On the other hand, the classification rate of this method

is low when the number of fuzzy partitions is large. This is because the number of involved fuzzy if-then rules

becomes larger with the increase of the number of fuzzy partitions becomes large.

4. Conclusions

This paper proposed CW learning that is applied to fuzzy rule-based classifiers. The proposed method was

compared with its existing methods. There was no significant difference between CW learning and the other meth-

ods in terms of the convergence speed. CW learning, however, showed its high performance which is equivalent

to the interpolate learning. The future works include adaptation for multi-class problems and random change of

classification boundaries.
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